There is no intention of reproducing the somewhat sensational trial of Gruiteau here. There were in that melo-dramatie proceeding a number of novel, startling, and inexplicable episodes, calculated to interest and instruct our insular mind, but, except in so far as these incidents may cast a lurid light upon the conduct and character of the accused, they shall not be included in this inquiry. In the many crimes belonging to the regicidal category which have disgraced Europe during the current century; in the murder of the Emperor Alexander, in the machinations of the Nihilists, and in the abortive attempts of the political malcontents in Germany, there may be detected an intelligible though detestable incentive and object, but in the act of Gruiteau it is impossible to see any adequate cause, unless the assassination be viewed and estimated through the perpetrator's own moral mirage. Charles Gruiteau is described as the cadet of a family of Huguenot extraction, noted for the pertinacious tenacity with which the original principles which actuated their party were adhered to. This eulogium must, however, be received with great deductions, as in the last generations at least of these hereditary Calvinists, it appears that the father of the culprit, after vacillating between Presbyterianisrn and Wesleyanism, became ultimately, and died, a Shaker of the community of Oneida. Adding to this creed that he had attained immortality by his present union with the Saviour, and declaring on his death-bed that his fatal illness was unnecessary as a passage to Eternity, as he had already realised that state. Of the same religious body C. Gruiteau was for many years an adherent, although he ultimately apostatised and left the settlement where the sect had been located. C. Gruiteau appears to have been originally possessed of astute powers, but sadly destitute of prudence, sound judgment, and mental balance. He was endowed with an intensely nervous temperament, ever craving personal, and if possible, popular applause, forming exaggerated opinions of his own capacities, of the appreciation of these by his friends and the public, of his claims upon the influential members of the State, and of what he had achieved in order to assert and vindicate these claims and merits. There is good evidence that he was a man of pure life, and though adopting eccentric and unjustifi- 
